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Transform a linear supply chain into a responsive network with Assists’ end-to-end procure to pay 
processes. Balance your available supply with market demand and collaborate across companies, 
departments and business units to optimize planning, warehousing, transportation, and vendor 
management. 

PROCUREMENT

PURCHASING
· Purchase orders 
· Quotes 
· Auto three-way matching 
· Requisitions, auto requisitioning 
· Reorder points and quantities

DEMAND FORECASTING
· Store demand curves 
· Forecast based on sales history 
· Forecast based on offer history 
· ‘Work with’ capability 
· Calculate demand curve by item 
· Calculate demand curve globally 
· Calculate demand curve by product line 
· Calculate demand curve global and product line 
· Calculate demand curve global and item 
· Stack Curves 
· Concatenate curves 
· Feed purchase orders 
· Feed requisitions, auto requisitioning 
· Feed reorder points and quantities

REPORTING
· Operational reports 
· End user reports 
· Management reports 
· Print purchase orders 
· Open P.O. report 
· P.O. forecasting 
· Print requisitions 
· Print incomplete requisitions 
· Print P.O analysis report 
· Print P.O. accrual report 
· Print summary dollar report

BUSINESS PROCESS INTEGRATION

LEVERAGE COLLABORATION
Assist provides the ability for your company to move from 
managing individual functions to integrating all processes 
throughout the entire supply chain.  Share information and 
leverage collaboration between buyers, suppliers, product 
development, distribution and sales.

ELIMINATE EFFICIENCIES
Get the flexibility you need to quickly and affordably adapt 
to market changes, capitalize on new opportunities, and 
improve order management. Strengthen your relationships 
with suppliers, customers, and contract manufacturers and 
eliminate efficiencies throughout your organization by creating 
a complete business process flow from purchasing to payables.

MANAGE GLOBAL SUPPLY NETWORKS
In managing a supply chain in today’s marketplace, companies 
are faced with complexities due to global suppliers and 
partners, stretched logistics networks and increased risk. 
Assist SCM can help you assure responsive planning and 
collaboration, integrate logistics and fulfillment processes, and 
manage the performance across global supply networks.

REDUCED LOGISTICS COSTS
Companies of nearly any size can benefit from Assist SCM. Meet 
your industry’s specific inventory management and purchasing 
needs with easily integrated add-on solutions. Respond quickly 
to changes in supply demand, achieve customer satisfaction, 
reduce logistics costs, and improve logistics efficiency 
throughout your organization. 

SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT

MANAGE THE ENTIRE SUPPLIER CONTRACT LIFECYCLE
Assist Supplier Management system manages the entire 
supplier contract lifecycle, from authoring, collaboration, and 
negotiation to execution, status tracking, and compliance. 

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
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Effectively managing the entire supplier contract lifecycle is 
critical in reducing the cost of goods and services by enforcing 
contracted pricing with embedded terms and conditions. 

GENERATE BETTER SUPPLIER CONTACTS
Procurement departments can quickly author contracts that 
comply with corporate standards and enforce compliance 
to previously negotiated rates and pricing. Comprehensive 
contract policies establish control and reduc e risk.
Contract components can be implemented globally and reused 
throughout the organization. The result is best practices and 
standard terminology being used consistently throughout each 
business unit.

FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW
Flexible workflow monitors suppliers’ performance and 
expedites approval and contract signature. Streamline 
requisition processes and improve collaboration with vendors 
by giving them self-serve access to key data and information, 
including inventory reordering points and transaction histories.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT


